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During their evolution, galaxies are thought to assemble their mass from a combination of 
continuous gas accretion from cosmic web filament (dominant at high redshift) and merging (at any 
redshift). In the last decade, the advent of integral field spectrographs (also call 3D spectroscopy) has 
transformed our picture and physical understanding of the nature of high redshift star forming 
galaxies through major surveys at various redshifts from z=3 to z=0 (Puech et al. 2008, Förster-
Schreiber et al. 2009, Contini et al. 2012). These surveys revealed a large fraction of interacting and 
merging systems, a large fraction of unstable clumpy disks and a surprising distribution of metals in a 
significant fraction of galaxies from the study of spatially resolved dynamics (e.g. Epinat et al. 2012) 
and metallicity (e.g. Queyrel et al. 2012). 
 
One aspect, so far quite neglected in 3D spectroscopic surveys of high-z galaxies, is the role of large 
scale environment in galaxy mass assembly processes. Indeed, in the hierarchical model, dark matter 
distributes into a filamentary structure as it evolves. Galaxy clusters, the densest structures of the 
Universe, reside at the encounter of these filaments. They started to form at z~2, probably from the 
merging of galaxy groups that are smaller structures. Clusters and groups are thought to be the place 
where environmental drivers of galaxy evolution are the most prominent. 
 
Our team is leading several projects aiming at studying mass assembly processes in both clusters and 
groups at high redshift. The PhD student will work in the frame of these projects. He will focus on the 
exploitation of OSIRIS/GTC (optical tunable filter) data of several z~1 clusters from which he will 
identify the star forming galaxies in the clusters up to their virial radii and compare the cluster star 
formation to that of field galaxies (e.g. Sobral et al. 2013). This dataset will also be used to conduct 
follow-up observations with KMOS/VLT (IR 3D multi-object spectrograph) at longer term that will be 
used to study kinematics properties. In the meantime, the student will work with MUSE/VLT (optical 
3D spectrograph) data on several z~1 groups in which he will study star formation and galaxy 
dynamical and metallicity properties. 
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Instruments : 
- OSIRIS : http://www.gtc.iac.es/instruments/osiris/ 
- MUSE : http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments/muse.html 
- KMOS : http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments/kmos.html 

http://www.gtc.iac.es/instruments/osiris/
http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/develop/instruments/muse.html
http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments/kmos.html
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Subject description: The subject of this PhD project is the development and coding of  a 
simulator to predict and simulate the spectrocopic observations with space-borne telescopes 
(WISHSpec[1], SPICA-MCS[2], EUCLID[3], and JSWT/NIRSpec[4]) in the Near/Mid-
Infrared (1-10μm). Given the international effort in this domain, investing this is a clear 
investment in the future. The outputs will be spectral images controlled by the astrophysical 
constraints, the instrumental setups and the strategic choices. The simulator will be employed 
to optimize the trade-offs and the observational strategy (at least for WISH and SPICA). 
 
A. What astrophysics is behind this project? 
The study of the early Universe is one of the main goals lying in the Quest for Origins. This 
project will address two of the main questions of the Cosmic Vision 2015-2025 programme:  

How did the Universe originate and what is it made of and more specifically:  
* Find the very first gravitationally-bound structures that were assembled in the Universe – 
precursors to today’s galaxies, groups and clusters of galaxies – and trace the subsequent 
co-evolution of galaxies and super-massive black holes (4.2 The Universe taking shape)  
* Trace the lifecycles of elements through cosmic history (4.3 The evolving violent Universe) 

 
B. What kind of intrument-related work do we propose here? 
We need to model the instruments and develop a realistic tool that can simulate high-redshift 
spectroscopic observations from space in the NIR+MIR. To this goal, we have to predict the 
redshift evolution of spectra and the numbers of objects (from observations and models) at z > 
10. Changing the main instrumental parameters (angular and spectral resolutions, temperature, 
field of view, optical design, etc.) of the modelled instrument will allow to quantify the 
impact on the performances and the ability to meet the science objectives. 
 
C. What experience do we already have? 
 we developped CIGALE [5] that can be use as the engine to produce galaxy spectra and 

simulate spectroscopic observations of individual very high redshift objects. 
 expertise in chemical evolution of galaxies and in semi-analytical models in our team. 
 we developed a SPICA simulator: SOS[6]. It will form a seed to start from for our project. 
 we are deeply involved in this science theme (see e.g., Burgarella et al. 2013 [7]). 
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